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BIG DATA: A VERY DIVERSE DATA AND METADATA ECOSYSTEM

OUTLINE

• The long tail of science
- Needs and issues around storage options
- Data Depot at Purdue

• The Big Data life cycle:
- A tool for working with Big Data

• Use case: Studying policies in the CAM2 project

BIG DATA EXPERIENCES AND IT PROJECTS IN LIBRARIES
• Big Data cannot be managed, preserved, curated by libraries alone
• A common strategy is needed

• A continuous collaboration with IT departments is required
• Often difficult, conflicts, turf wars
• Combination of soft skills and hardware is needed

• Need to identify the right person in both IT and libraries
• A possible division of roles could be:
• System management by IT
• Services provided by libraries
• Education provided by joint teams formed of IT and Libraries staff

• A common communication strategy also helps
• A commitment of campus administration is crucial for success

THE LONG TAIL OF SCIENCE

Tail
• Small Data
• Small collaborations
• Individual labs
• In-labs collection
• Poorly curated and preserved

Scientists in government research labs
Domain repositories

Volume

Head
• Big science
• Big data
• Large collaborations
• Agency-sponsored data
collection
• Long-term perspective
• Common standards
• Well preserved and curated
• Expensive

Institutional repositories
Most university scientists
No repositories

Rank frequency of types

• Poor access – and visibility
• Short-term projects
Graphic by Bryan Heidorn, 2008, Shedding light on the dark
data in the long tail of science.

USER NEEDS AND ISSUES
• Fortress growth
-

Tape archive
Optimized for files >1GB
FTP access
Duplicated

• Scratch space
-

Temporary
Optimized for HPC
Had to install apps
Cannot be shared easily

• Purdue University Research Repository: an institutional repository
- 100 GB per project with a grant
- Optimized for data publication and preservation
- Not appropriate for Big Data

• The long tail of science increasingly means Big Data
- Very heterogeneous data (the Variety V of Big Data)
- New problems increasingly require HPC resources
- Data volumes also increase

BIG DATA: TIERS OF STORAGE

Scratch
Storage
Working
space

Archival Space

Fast, large, purged,
coupled with clusters,
per-user – for running
jobs
Medium speed, large,
persistent, data
protected, purchased,
per research lab – for
shared data and apps
High speed, high
capacity, well protected,
available to all
researchers – for
permanent storage

A WELL-RECEIVED SOLUTION AT PURDUE: DATA DEPOT
• Approximately 2.25 PB of usable
capacity
• Hardware provided by a pair of Data
Direct Networks SFA12k arrays, one in
each of MATH and FREH datacenters
• 160 Gb/sec to each datacenter
• 5x Dell R620 servers in each datacenter
(replicated)

• In just over a year, 280 research
groups are participating
Many are not HPC users
• 0.75 PB used since 2014
• A research group purchasing
space has purchased on
average 8.6 TB

RESOURCE: INVENTORY OF STORAGE OPTIONS
Data Depot

PURR

Price

100 GB free

10 GB free, 100 GB free with
grant

Available storage

No upper limit

Not available

Primary use

Storage and services, including
data transfer, file structure, and
tools ; group oriented

Project work space; Data
publication; preservation; group
oriented

Back-ups

Replicated across campus. Nightly
snapshots to protect against
accidental deletion

Nightly; 30 daily images

Access after you
leave Purdue

Lose access. Project manager
needs to be Purdue-affiliated

Lose access. Project manager
needs to be Purdue-affiliated

Accessible from HPC

Directly mounted on HPC nodes
Globus and other protocols to
transfer data

Uses Globus to transfer data to
HPC systems

Currently 7 options and 23 criteria

ROLES AROUND DATA
• Data reference questions (where to find standards)
• Reviewing/revising DMPs (providing input/suggestions)
• Data management planning (identifying metadata along
lifecycle)
• Data consultation (may lead to collaborations/grants)
• Using repository (local, disciplinary)
• Promoting data DOIs
• Data information literacy (graduate students/labs)
• Finding and using data (e.g., using r3data.org
• Developing tools (e.g., Data Curation Profiles)
• Developing data resources (LibGuides, tutorials)
• Developing local data collections
• Promoting open access

A TOOL FOR WORKING WITH BIG DATA
Provenance for
Preservation

Description
of Data

Provenance for
Reproducibility

Data Formats

Description for
Discovery

Assure

Documentation
of Methodology

Attribution/
citation

Intellectual
Property Rights

Metadata for
Organization

Standards for
Interoperability

Sharing &
Access
Policies

Software

Line Pouchard, 2015, “Revisiting the Data life cycle for Big Data curation,”
International Journal of Data Curation 10(2). doi:10.2218/ijdc.v10i2.342

QUESTIONS INFORMING CURATION ACTIVITIES
Plan

Acquire

Prepare

Volume What is an estimate of
volume & growth rate?

What is the most suited storage How do we prepare datasets
(databases, NoSQL, cloud)?
for analysis? (remove blanks,
duplicates, splitting columns,
adding/removing headers)?

Variety

What are the data formats and
steps needed to integrate
them?

Are the data sensitive?
What provisions are made
to accommodate sensitive
data?

Velocity Is bandwidth sufficient to
accommodate input rates?

What transformations are
needed to aggregate data? Do
we need to create a pipeline?

Will datasets be aggregated
into series?

What type of naming
convention is needed to keep
track of incoming and derived
Will metadata apply to
individual datasets or to series? datasets?

Veracity What are the data sources? Who collects the data? Do they Are the wrangling steps
What allows us to trust
have the tools and skills to
sufficiently documented to
them?
ensure continuity?
foster trust in the analysis?

QUESTIONS INFORMING CURATION ACTIVITIES
Analyse
Volume Are adequate compute
power and analysis
methods available?

Preserve

Discover

Should raw data be preserved?

What part of the data (derived,
raw, software code) will be
made accessible to searches?

What storage space is needed
in the long-term?

Variety Are the various analytical
methods compatible with
the different datasets?

Are there different legal
considerations for each data
source? Are there conflicts
with privacy and
confidentiality?
Velocity At what time point does the When does data become
analytical feedback need to obsolete?
inform decisions?

What search methods best suit
this data – keyword-based, geospatial searches, metadatabased, semantic searches?

Veracity What kind of access to
scripts, software, and
procedures is needed to
ensure transparency and
reproducibility?

Providing well-documented
data in open access allows
scrutiny. How is veracity
supported with sensitive and
private data?

What are the trade-offs if only
derived products and no raw
data are preserved?

What degree of search latency
is tolerable?

CAM2: A BIG DATA PROJECT AT PURDUE

With Dr. Yung-Hsiang Lu, PI, and Megan Sapp Nelson, Libraries

THE US REGULATORY LANDSCAPE
• We were looking for sharing
and re-use within the
existing regulatory
framework, and found
nothing, so we looked at
privacy
• Traditionally more
concerned with protecting
citizens from the
government than regulating
industry
• No overall data protection
framework at the Federal
level,
• Fair Information Practice
principles (FTC)
streamlined for online
privacy

VARIOUS
US
PRIVACY
ACTS

THE INTERSECTION OF BIG DATA AND REGULATIONS
• Existing regulations were mostly written before Big Data came upon the
scene
- Regulations that exist may place unrealistic expectations
For example, how do you apply the principle of notice and consent when data is reused and aggregated?
Our analysis will demonstrate some of the ways these policies are always not suited
to BD

• Additional difficulties to enforce privacy with Big Data exist:
- Due to buying, selling and aggregating data, enforcing privacy may be virtually
impossible
- The lack of a comprehensive framework makes it very difficult to address privacy and reuse with heterogeneous sources
- BD has implications for how the policies are written
REF: Lane, J., Stodden, V., Bender, S., & Nissenbaum, H. (2014). Privacy, Big Data, and the
Public Good: Frameworks for Engagement: Cambridge University Press.

COMPARING POLICIES FOR RE-USE
• In video stream applications, data arrive at very high
frequency. These applications exemplify the volume and
velocity characteristics of Big Data
• Each data owner sets its own policies for using, sharing
and re-using their data – the policies are different and
there are different set of restrictions
• We analyze the terms that data owners use to articulate
their policies and restrictions
• These terms have implications on re-use of the data for
scientific research
• We also analyze the gaps that have implications for reuse
Line Pouchard, Megan Sapp Nelson, Yung-Hsiang Lu, Comparing policies for open data from publicly accessible international sources.
IASSIST Quarterly, 29(4), 2015.

ANALYSIS OF POLICIES WITH NVIVO
Here is what the policies are talking about (10 ad hoc, 5 formal)

RESTRICTIONS ON SIZE & FRAME RATE

http://mediacollege.com

A TEMPLATE FOR SHARING VIDEO CONTENT
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Data provider identification
Download rate & file size
Statement of re-use that allows for general scientific investigation
A statement governing appropriate use of the data set regarding individual’s
privacy
Quality Control
Attribution
Retention and preservation
Accountability and report back

http://amnet.com.au

TAKE AWAY: BIG DATA INFRASTRUCTURE AND TOOLS
• The long tail of science increasingly associates with big data
• Curating Big Data cannot be done in the library alone
• We gave the example of a middle-tier storage capacity that serves both HPC
and non-HPC users
• Characterizing Big Data with the 4 Vs (volume, variety, velocity, veracity)
although high level helps determining potential issues for activities in the data
life cycle.
• Policies are complex, confusing, contradictory, difficult to ascertain, and there
is no existing, comprehensive regulatory framework in the US to provide
guidance for data sharing

THANK YOU
QUESTIONS?

